HOW TO PLAY SOLO

Fill in the blanks on this page before viewing the story on the opposite side. Then transfer the words you’ve chosen into the corresponding spaces in the story — and enjoy the hilarious result!

HOW TO PLAY WITH FRIENDS — PIPH STYLE

Gather a sex-positive friend or two. In this variation, you are meant to see the full story on the opposite side, while your friends should not. The key is to be discerning about where you place their answers. For example, ask for several nouns at once, then place them in the funniest spaces. Ask for different answers if nothing seems to fit. Adjust the story however you’d like, and encourage your friends to be as freakish as possible. Then enjoy the hilarious result!

WEBSITE __________________________
ADJECTIVE __________________________
VERB ____________________________
VERB ENDING IN “S” __________________
ADJECTIVE __________________________
VERB ENDING IN “ING” __________________
ADJECTIVE __________________________
VERB ENDING IN “ING” __________________
SEX ACT ____________________________
BODY PART __________________________
VERB ____________________________
PLURAL NOUN _________________________
LIQUID _____________________________
EXCLAMATION ________________________
VERB ENDING IN “ING” __________________
ADVERB _____________________________
BODY PART (PLURAL) ___________________
BODY PART (PLURAL) ___________________

PipheLibs™

MY PORN PET PEEVES

I’ll admit, I’m particular about my porn. I can’t get off to just anything on ___________________. Lighting matters a lot — if the scene feels at all ___________________, I __________________ ______immediately. My boner _________________________
when I’m bombarded by __________________ music; I’d rather hear the moans of __________________ and the __________________ of __________________.

Of course, chemistry is key. __________________ kissing turns me off. I hate seeing dudes __________________ their co-star’s vulvas, or when there’s a disproportionate amount of time spent on __________________. Please, keep the __________________ worship to a minimum. I’m trying to bring myself to orgasm.

I also can’t stand performers who moan, “I’m gonna __________________!” over and over. There’s nothing arousing about people having fake __________________.

Even worse: performers who use __________________ as lube. __________________!

Are my standards too high? Perhaps. But then I stumble upon a hot clip of people ____________________, putting their __________________ into each others’ __________________ and it sends me right over the edge. So maybe not all hope is lost.